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Low risk premia reflect low vol, not QE 

This report assesses the importance of the Fed’s recent decision to telegraph a halt to balance sheet run-
off by the end of this year.  That decision is symbolically relevant, but the specific size of the balance 
sheet is mostly a distraction.  

The Fed’s decision itself is not that surprising. We have long known of their intention to maintain a large 
asset base in order to back a generous stock of excess reserves, for technical reasons.  What is more 
striking is the Fed reviving the idea that the balance sheet is an active part of the monetary policy toolkit, 
directed at achieving macroeconomic objectives.  We had previously been led to believe that the run-off 
was on autopilot, that the ultimate size of the balance sheet would be determined for reasons not related 
to monetary policy per se, and that the leadership wanted to evacuate balance sheet policy of any 
symbolic importance.   

The note on “Balance Sheet Normalization” issued after the January 30 FOMC meeting was not 
boilerplate. To be sure, it was written in a conditional mood. But its key message was impossible to miss: 

The Committee is prepared to adjust any of the details for completing balance sheet normalization 
in light of economic and financial developments. Moreover, the Committee would be prepared to 
use its full range of tools, including altering the size and composition of its balance sheet, if future 
economic conditions were to warrant a more accommodative monetary policy than can be 
achieved solely by reducing the federal funds rate. 

The straightforward interpretation is that the earlier weakness in equities had unnerved the leadership, 
probably because that weakness was acute and contributed to a tightening of overall financial conditions 
(as conventionally measured) that risked pushing the economy into a steeper growth moderation than 
was desired.  So, while the decision to recast the role of the balance sheet was somewhat jarring, it is not 
surprising that the market took note. And, of course, Fed talk since the January meeting has tended to 
reinforce the effect. 
 

Source: FRB NY, BEA, FH calculations 
PCE volatility proxy is actual to Q4, estimated to Q1 and interpolated to monthly.  ACM term premium is actual to February and estimated to early 

March.  In the statistical work I use an average of ACM and KW, but I show ACM alone here because it has the longer-run of available data. 
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What is actually going on here 

This report draws two basic conclusions about the role of the balance sheet in driving the economy and 
capital markets.  The conclusions are not new, but they are worth repeating, given that balance sheet 
policy is in transition again and is the focus of market participants: 

• The official story of how QE operates (via duration removal and related portfolio balance effects) is at 
odds with the conventional take that prevailed before 2008. It seems to have been developed on an ad 
hoc basis to allow the Fed to be seen to be doing something both dramatic and fundamentally 
anchored.  Why this story was accepted, particularly in the fixed income space, will make for a great 
future study, although I would think by social psychologists, rather than policy economists, who have 
shown themselves generally to be unreliable and excessively deferential here.  On the other hand, QE 
was an important form of signaling, both on the rates path and on the Fed’s preference for risk asset 
prices.  But it was — and is — the signaling itself that is important here, and surely not the means of 
delivering that signal. 

• The supposed portfolio balance effects are conventionally measured most directly through estimates of 
the term premium.  The term premium tended to move in the wrong direction during the discrete 
applications of QE, which has obviously been awkward for the official story. But it is true that term 
premia and risk premia generally have fallen during the QE era taken as a whole.  This has little or 
nothing to do with QE, beyond the signaling effects mentioned.  Rather, it reflects underlying economic 
fundamentals, which I will discuss in some detail in this note.  Importantly, those fundamentals have 
long been inclined to outlast the application of QE, the partial exit from it, and then the completion of 
that partial exit.  To time a possible “renormalization” of risk premia, investors need to watch the 
evolution of those fundamentals, and not be distracted by the size of the balance sheet. 

Preview of fundamentals driving lower term premium and risk premia generally 

Source: BEA, FRED, Bloomberg, FRB Philadelphia, FRB New York, CME, FH calculations 
Volatility measure is actual to December and flatlined to March.  Sock-bond correlation is actual to end February.  Survey of Professional Forecasters’ 
inflation projection is actual to December and flatlined to February. Laubach-Williams R* is actual to September and flatlined to February. TVIX is live.  
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Signaling is straightforward 

I have written a lot about what QE did not do.  I will not dwell further on that here, except to the extent it 
comes up in a discussion of how supply itself drives the term premium.  At the back of this report I show 
how three measures of the term premium (and an average of two of them) behaved during various 
applications of QE and the beginning of exit from it.   

QE0, which was not even recognized as QE in real time, seems to have forced down term premia, 
perhaps because they were extremely high when it was applied and because the Treasury market 
actually was segmented during the depth of the crisis.  But the term premium tended to move in the 
wrong direction during subsequent applications of QE.  At first, QE enthusiasts reacted to this with  
immunizing stratagems, involving the assertion of variable lags or a reliance on counterfactuals.   More 
recently, the consensus has swung toward — without fully embracing — the idea that QE was mostly 
signaling.  1

Instead of slagging the official QE story yet again, maybe it would be more helpful to describe what QE 
did do, which was operate through signaling and a behavioral channel.  Applications of QE subsequent to 
QE0 were directly linked to an interest rate signal, both because the Fed was implicitly betting its own 
capital that rates would stay low and because the Fed occasionally explicitly linked the timing of rates lift-
off from the zero bound to innovations in balance sheet policy that would precede that lift-off.   

By most accounts, including my own, the signaling played and important role in anchoring the expected 
path of short-term interest rates, which spilled into both the level and volatility of bond yields — and, 
through that channel, the related term premium.  

But it is important to realize that the rates signal could be — and ultimately was — separable from the 
size of the balance sheet (or even its rate of change).  The best example of this was the so-called “taper 
tantrum”, which was driven much more by the implicit rates signal than by portfolio balance 
considerations, in my view, and even that of former Fed Chairman Bernanke.   

Once the Fed recognized that the balance policy innovation was being taken as a rates signal, they were 
careful to break that link, by adopting more explicit rates guidance.  It worked; the bond market settled 
down; and risk premia returned to near their pre-tantrum lows.   

That interpretation was not accepted in real time, obviously, but those who most heartily rejected it got the 
direction of the bond market quite wrong.  Here is Bernanke on the issue, writing from his new home at 
Brookings: 

Predicting what market participants would infer about future policy from the Committee’s 
announcements about its asset-buying plans—the so-called signaling effect—was particularly 
challenging. When, as Fed chair, I indicated in testimony in 2013 that the FOMC was considering 
slowing asset purchases if economic conditions improved sufficiently, the markets responded with 
a “taper tantrum” that included sharp increases in volatility and a rise in longer-term rates. Much of 
this response came through the signaling channel, as some market participants inferred that 
slower asset purchases also implied a more-rapid increase in short-term interest rates. The taper 
tantrum calmed after FOMC members pushed back on that incorrect inference, emphasizing that 
short-term rates would remain low well after asset purchases were phased out. 

So, the signaling mattered, but the use of the balance sheet as a means to that signal was incidental.  In 
hindsight at worst, the Fed did not actually have to put its money where its mouth was.  You often see QE 
enthusiasts these days dropping back to the position that it is hard to “disentangle” the signaling effect 
from the portfolio balance effect.  But it is not really.  The taper tantrum and its aftermath were virtually a 
natural experiment, and portfolio balance was rejected. 

 A friend who attended Booth’s Monetary Policy Forum in NY last month tells me that Fed officials are becoming increasingly 1

forthright on this point. 
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The tougher question of the behavioral effect 

At some risk of generalizing unfairly, one aspect of the QE debate that seems most striking is the 
difference between how fixed income and equity types process it.  Most of the technical squabbling is 
found on the fixed income side, where people argue about the validity of the points I have raised above — 
or their opposites. 

In equity land, it is quite a bit less “intellectual.”  If the Fed is doing more QE, or slowing its exit from QE or 
whatever, then you better grab equities because they are going up. I used to work with a fellow with a 
dark sense of humor who would occasionally walk onto the trading floor, notice yet another gap move 
higher in equities, and pronounce, “I assume this is on the monetary base?” He did not know and could 
not care less what the monetary base was.   

The amusing bit is that the presumed link QE and the equity market was utterly indifferent to the story the 
Fed was telling. Rather, as I am sure you recall, people referred to the Fed providing “liquidity” or  
“printing money” or “rigging asset prices” to the ceiling, etc.  I know a fellow who forms his view in 
equities, not just on a flimsy notion of “liquidity”, but on how Stanley Druckenmiller would probably react to 
it being withdrawn. 

It is all very emotional and arguably irrational —but also potentially helpful, if the Fed is seeking ways to 
deliver stimulus to the economy via wealth effects or a decline in the corporate cost of capital.   Mike 
Feroli at JP Morgan has been particularly colorful on this issue, referring to the “Glen Beck Effect” or “fake 
neanderthal monetarists,” who actually help the Fed out when it is stuck and looking, without being too 
fussy, about new forms of stimulus. 

Maybe this is too glib and economists are again missing a key fundamental force, in this case linking the 
size of the Fed’s balance sheet with risk tolerance in equities. I would not exclude it, but it is definitely not 
the base case. So, for lack of a better term, I will refer here to the “behavioral” effect, as a nod to the idea 
that it is probably not fundamental, but is nevertheless quite potent on the logic of the self-fulfilling 
prophecy, or greater fool effect, if you want to be rude about it.  More politely, we might call it just another 
signaling effect.  If the Fed is signaling a clear desire, then maybe it is not so foolish to pay attention 
without enquiring too much? 

If I am right about that, then the labels don’t matter much. What is far more crucial, particularly looking 
forward, is that the Fed seems to have the ability to control that aspect of the narrative and to separate 
that narrative from the actual size of the balance sheet.  The most recent example of this was the one I 
mentioned at the top of this note. The news last month was not so much that the Fed would pause run-off, 
but how they chose to characterize the telegraphing of that as being a monetary policy decision. 

And this returns us to another old point that strikes me as enduringly important.  Particularly when away 
from the zero bound, but apparently also at the zero bound too, the Fed’s objectives for the economy — 
and the way it chooses to communicate those objectives — are far more important for equities than are 
the specific tools.   

This note from VoxEU cites Bernanke mentioning that 98% of Fed policy is talk and only 2% action. And 
the note goes on to discuss the importance of “tone.”  The authors’ conclusion is not decisive, and the 
specific application they address is a bit narrow.  But they seem to be on to an important point. I confess 
that I don’t really understand how this point can hold so durably, but assuming it holds fits experience 
much better than does relying on portfolio balance effects.  

So we need to watch what will affect the Fed’s objectives, which are basically the economic data and the 
Fed’s own descriptions of what they are trying to achieve.  Once we do that, the balance sheet itself is 
pretty much irrelevant. 
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Low vol and the forces behind it hold the key 

In the second half of this note, I would like tell a simplified story of why risk premia — including the term 
premium — have fallen during the past decade and are now at levels that are comparable to those that 
prevailed during the latter stages of The Great Moderation.   

There are a couple points to flag about this story before telling it.  One is that it is based on pretty 
standard logic that might have seemed obvious before the Financial Crisis, and the Fed’s response to it, 
which required finding a major role for debt supply.  It assumes that risk premia tend to be low when 
volatility is low and that a diversifying asset is likely to have a negative risk premium, at least until it 
begins to dominate (in size and risk contribution) the portfolio of the marginal investor.  

A second issue is that I largely ignore the compound effects of various influences working together, and 
assume that this particular force delivers that particular result, when in fact, all this stuff is determined in 
general equilibrium with everything influencing everything.  My effort here is to get the reader out of the 
QE ballpark and into the right ballpark or maybe the right county for finding that ballpark. 

But the empirical premises are set out on page 2, and I conclude with some pictures depicting the key 
relationships I highlight in the story.  With that in mind, here is the story.  If it gives you a headache, you 
can skip down a couple pages to where the pictures resume.  

Story

Underlying economic volatility has declined beyond even the lows achieved during the Great Moderation.  
This probably reflects that the forces behind that moderation remain intact, although they proved briefly to 
be self-nullifying during the run-up to The Crisis and its resolution, on Minsky grounds.   2

The particularly low volatility during the expansion phase of this cycle may also reflect that monetary 
policy has until recently been constrained by the zero bound.  That constraint has probably been 
damaging to social welfare, by slowing the recovery of the labor market. But another way to put this same 
thought is that upside volatility has been reduced, arguably lengthening the expansion. (And I do wonder 
if a lack of ammo for the next downturn will generate the same low-vol result, rather than triggering a 
deflationary spiral.) 

Whatever the cause, underlying economic volatility has returned to its pre-Crisis lows and then proceeded 
from there to new all-time record lows.  This has almost certainly pushed up equity — and perhaps also 
real estate — valuations, relative to both the underlying cash flows involved and the US GDP.  This has, 
in turn, presumably pushed up the demand for other assets that might act as a diversifier or even hedge.

Meanwhile, the stock-bond correlation has remained negative, which means that pure-rates duration 
exposure directly hedges out equity risk, and may also hedge out real estate risk to the extent that real 
estate and equities are exposed to the same growth fundamentals.  

The stock-bond correlation is hard to measure empirically, and I would love to get access to how the 
derivatives market prices it. But a variety of backward looking metrics suggest strongly that the Asian 
Financial Crisis in the late 1990s marked a durable shift of regime.   That regime is more reliably identified 
than the wiggles within it.

 The Minsky thesis is that low volatility begets complacency, which results in excessive risk taking, which is resolved in a Crisis 2

that nullifies the presumption of stability.  But the effects of the Crisis may themselves prove to be transitory.  Ten years after the 
Global Financial Crisis we do not appear yet to be back to peak complacency. The consensus continues to look for what a former 
colleague calls ghosts and goblins. 
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The capital markets went from a “fire” correlation, in which the main perceived risk was that of 
overheating, to an “ice” relationship, in which weakness and deflation are the main worries.  To be sure, 
the underlying economic risks are perceived to be low, probably fairly. But the more important point here 
is that the skew is to the deflationary side, which has proven to be an enduringly important financial 
market fundamental. Like the most interesting man in the world, we do not worry much these days, but 
when we do worry, we worry about  this….

The ice correlation is not new. It has been in place for 20 years.  But it works in conjunction with a force 
that is less established and has continued to intensify in recent years. Interest rate (including bond yield) 
volatility has been falling, partly in response to the same forces that have generated that negative stock-
bond correlation.

To wit, both long-term inflation expectations and the estimated natural real rate of interest have been cut 
in half since the mid-1990s.  This has made the zero bound on interest rates more proximate, which has 
in turn contributed to a secular decline of interest rate volatility, in large part because the left side of the 
distribution is largely truncated. 

That decline of rates vol was briefly interrupted by the Global Financial Crisis, for reasons that are I guess 
obvious.  But after the financial crisis was contained, a prolonged low-volatility economic expansion 
began, which has allowed the structural influences on rates vol to become manifest again.

In any case, low interest rate volatility means that a given nominal portfolio of bonds, even if properly 
measured in duration equivalent terms, will hedge out less risk-asset exposure.  Moreover, the decline of 
interest rate volatility has been far disproportionate to the rise of nominal supply – as to the minor QE 
decrement to that supply.  

For example, the decline in rates vol since 2008 has achieved the same reduction in the desired hedge 
as might have been achieved with a $25 trillion reduction of nonfinancial debt, relative to actual baseline, 
+/- $10 trillion.   In comparison, QE at its peaks was worth about $3 trillion.  In other words, QE was worth 
about 1/3 of the uncertainty around the effect of lower rates vol, measured from to darkest days of The 
Crisis.

This combination of a reduced supply of the means to achieve interest rate exposure and an increased 
demand for that exposure has resulted in a sharp decline of the risk premium, probably to negative value 
as both the Kim-Wright and ACM measures imply. It has almost nothing to do with QE, which has very 
important implications for how we assess the effects of Fed policy — and background macroeconomic 
developments — going forward. 

Broad measure of US debt supply 

Source: Flow of Funds 
Data run to 2018Q3. 
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QE in context 

With that framework in mind, let’s return to the pictures, starting with two crude measures of aggregate 
debt supply, gross and net of the Fed’s holdings of that same debt.  The left panel in the chart on page 6 
shows total federal debt (as a ratio to GDP) along with the effects of the QE purchases.  Note that the Fed 
has always held some of the federal debt, primarily to “back” (as asset) the stock of currency in 
circulation, which in the US has tended to be around 6% of GDP, rising in recent years.   

What is most interesting about the left panel is that it shows the QE purchases did not stop a dramatic 
acceleration of the Treasury supply to be taken down by the market.  This does not, itself, mean that QE 
was inconsequential as a form of debt manipulation (although I believe it was), but it suggests that those 
arguing the opposite need to rely on counterfactuals, which strikes me as putting themselves on the back 
foot from the get go. 

As mentioned, that metric is fairly crude.  It takes account of the average duration of neither the federal 
government debt nor the Fed’s holdings of it. Indeed, it entirely misses the effect of the Operation Twist 
side of QE3.   

But the data in the chart get you in the right ballpark quickly and give a sense of the history here.  For 
those who would like to see this done more rigorously, try this paper by Greenwood, Hanson, Rudolph 
and Summers, produced for the Brookings in 2014.  It measures supply in 10-year equivalents and 
incorporates the effects of non-Treasury purchases as a form of duration removal. They raise precisely 
the same point as my simple charts does.  In my minds ear, I can just hear Larry Summers looming over 
us and proclaiming: 

This finding has both positive and normative implications. From a positive perspective, much has 
been made in recent years of the impact of QE not just on long-term yields (Gagnon, Raskin, 
Remach, and Sack 2011), but also on stock prices, exchange rates, and foreign asset prices.9 A 
common view is that Fed asset purchases have a mechanical downward effect on long-term 
interest rates through the so-called portfolio balance channel. To the extent that QE is thought to 
operate through such a direct channel, the argument has to confront the reality that the totality of 
policy has raised rather than reduced the quantity of long-term government debt held by private 
investors. It is not consistent to believe—as some seem to—that QE primarily works through a 
direct price pressure effect that reduces yields, but that the crowding out effects of large 
prospective deficits can be largely neglected.  3

I can easily see why Hanson et al would want to include all forms of (default-free) securities when 
assessing the quantity of duration-removal associated with QE.  But it raises the question of what should 
be included in the pool, from which the duration is being removed. The narrowest approach is to consider 
only Treasuries. At the other extreme, also just for illustration, we might consider all non-financial debt, 
which brings us to the right panel in the chart on page 6.   In that chart, the mortgage and agency 4

purchases are included as a form of securities removal. What is most interesting about the situation 
presented by the right panel is that it does suggest that QE was able at least to halt the increase of 
supply.  But logically, that should have contributed to a stabilization, not collapse, of the term premium.  Of 
course, those who are hell bent on finding large QE effects will at this point shift their argument to “flow.” 
That’s their call. 

 The quotation is from page 12 of the report. The money chart is on page 11.3

 Keep in mind that illiquid and default-able securities do deliver rates duration exposure. It is just that also deliver other exposure 4

as well.  That duration exposure should arguably be included when assessing the total, not that it ends up mattering much 
practically speaking. Volatility and its correlates matter much more. 
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Duration supply ex-everything 

Another issue here relates to the question of whether we should broaden our conception of non-
commercial buyers to include, say, foreign reserves managers, banks, or even insurance companies.  I 
have seen it argued that if we assess a broader range of non-commercial buyers, then we can find a 
major role for QE as the tie breaker. That is, non-commercial purchases stabilized the free float of debt 
after The Crisis, and then QE came along and actually tilted the market into scarcity, depressing the term 
premium. 

I will look at that issue in a separate note, probably briefly, but let me anticipate here by making the two 
most salient points, as I see them.  First, away from pension at least, those non-commercial buyers need 
nominal default free debt exposure.  Within that, they are perfectly free to choose their duration and thus 
pure-rates duration exposure.  Second, and this idea strikes me as sort of fun, some of this demand for 
Treasurys and the like acts as a form of financial repression, which should tend to depress the equilibrium 
interest rate.  And I have argued that that effect ultimately spills into the term premium, by making the 
zero bound more prominent and truncating the left side of the distribution of yield changes, thereby 
depressing vol.  It is just that this mechanism does not operate mostly through supply, assuming it 
operates at all.  As mentioned, that is for another note. 

Yet another quibble here might be that we need to look at QE globally, not just as implemented by the 
Fed. Again, I don’t want to relitigate that one, but I would make just a few quick points. First, this story 
arose after the taper failed to have any effect, so it is pretty obviously post hoc.  Second, if we are going 
to assess global QE, then we probably also need to assess global supply, scaling down the relative 
importance of everyone’s QE. Finally, and most importantly, it strikes me as somewhat precious to 
assume that US domestic investors are so hidebound that they cannot react to large, foreign-driven 
movements of the term premium that are not based on domestic risk fundamentals, and yet we assume 
that international investors roam the globe looking for less-negative term premia is an utterly frictionless 
way.  

Regarding this third point, I recall Ben Bernanke mentioning as an aside, before global QE became the 
story, that it was kind of odd that the Canadian term premium had followed the US lower, even though 
Canada had not done QE. At that time, for the inventor of QE, Toronto was considered some exotic 
foreign destination.  Indeed, this was one of the first inklings that Bernanke was starting to hear footsteps 
behind his own thesis.  
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Actual evidence 

I would like to conclude with some simple evidence supporting the framework I have set out here.  I 
asserted earlier that the effects of supply (on duration exposure in the markets) must be pro-rated by the 
level of interest rate volatility.  If rates never move, then pure rates duration exposure is no issue, at least 
in principle.  With that in mind, please consider this picture, which I hope by now will be self-evident.  The 
decline of rates volatility has actually made effective rates duration scarce, even though nominal 
securities supply in the market has continued to march higher (or roughly stabilized) inclusive of the 
effects of domestic QE. 

Lower vol has delivered lower effects pure rates duration exposure 

Source: Flow of Funds, CME, FRED, Bloomberg, FH calculations 

And below is a picture of the relationship between effective non-financial debt supply (net of Fed holdings, 
and pro-rated by vol) against an average of the ACM and KW term premium at the 10-year maturity.  The 
relationship is fairly crude, but it has the advantage of being motivated by the story and certainly not data 
mined.  The fit is pretty good, outside the taper tantrum, which is probably ought not fit.   In fairness, there 
is no role for underlying economic volatility here, but over the period shown it has done nothing major, 
except a round-trim during The Crisis. And to repeat, I am trying to avoid over-fitting.  I show the 
relationship since 2003, which is the period over which I have priced bond yield vol from CME. 

The term premium fits quite well to pro-rated supply, which is largely vol 

Source: Flow of Funds, FRB NY, CME, FRED, Bloomberg, FH calculations 
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I cannot check this relationship further back in time, because I lack data on priced interest rate volatility.  
But keep in mind that the main presumed driver of interest rate volatility is the perceived equilibrium short 
rate, long-term inflation expectations and possibly underlying economic volatility. And I do have measures 
of these dating back to the early 1990s.  To show their combined effect, I will need to run a regression, 
which raises the risk fo data mining, particularly as I do not have a strong background in econometrics.  
On the other hand, I show below the results of the second regression I ran (I tried historical rates vol and 
failed).  Moreover, this approach has the advantage of having no actual prices on the right side. So we 
can interpret the implications of the fit in terms of the future evolution of the economic fundamentals 
involved. 

Simple regression  

Source: Flow of Funds, FRB NY, FRB Philadelphia, CME, FRED, Bloomberg, FH calculations 
Average of ACM and KW term premium is fit to estimate of r*, economist inflation expectations, and my proxy of underlying economic volatility. 

Gerard MacDonell 
gerard@frontharbor.com 
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Appendix 

Daily values of various estimates of 10-y Term Premium 
 

Source: NY Fed, SF Fed, FRED, Federal Reserve Announcements, FRED, FH Calculations 
All data are daily. ACM estimate is actual to February 28 and my estimate for March 1.  Christensen-Rudebusch is actual to February 21.  Kim-Wright 

is actual to December 31, 2018.  Average of ACM and Kim-Wright is actual to December 28.  

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and its accuracy is not 
guaranteed. No claim is made regarding the fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of the information and opinions contained herein. Views 
and other information provided here are subject to change without notice. All reports produced by Front Harbor are issued without regard to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and are not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or 
sell any securities or related financial instruments.  Predictions, forecasts, and estimates for any and all markets should not be construed as 
recommendations to buy, sell, or hold any security--including mutual funds, futures contracts, and exchange traded funds, or any similar instrument.  
The analyst authoring reports from Front Harbor may have positions in some of the securities discussed here.
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